
Skill Level Descriptors for ELL

E

Proficient Skills
Listening/Speaking: Can participate effectively in social and familiar work situations; can understand and participate in practical 
and social conversations and in technical discussions in own field. Reading/Writing: Can handle most reading and writing tasks 
related to life roles; can read and interpret most non-simplified materials; can interpret routine charts, graphs, and labels; fill 
out medical information forms and job applications. Employability: Can meet work demands with confidence, interact with the 
public, and follow written instructions in work manuals. (SPL 8)

D

Adult Secondary
Listening/Speaking: Can function independently in survival and social and work situations; can clarify general meaning and 
communicate on the telephone on familiar topics. Reading/Writing: Can read and interpret nonsimplified materials on everyday 
subjects; can interpret routine charts, graphs, and labels; fill out medical information forms and job applications; and write an 
accident or incident report. Employability: Understands routine work-related conversations. Can handle work that involves 
following oral and simple written instructions and interact with the public. Can perform reading and writing tasks, such as most 
logs, reports, and forms, with reasonable accuracy to meet work needs. (SPL 7)

C

Advanced ELL
Listening/Speaking: Can satisfy most survival needs and social demands. Has some ability to understand and communicate on 
the telephone on familiar topics. Can participate in conversations on a variety of topics. Reading/Writing: Can read and interpret 
simplified and some non-simplified materials on familiar topics. Can interpret simple charts, graphs, and labels; interpret a 
payroll stub; and complete a simple order form; fill out medical information forms and job applications. Can write short personal 
notes and letters and make simple log entries. Employability: Can handle jobs and job training situations that involve following 
oral and simple written instructions and multi-step diagrams and limited public contact. Can read a simple employee handbook. 
Persons at the upper end of this score range are able to begin HSE preparation. (SPL 6)

B

High Intermediate ELL
Listening/Speaking: Can satisfy basic survival needs and limited social demands; can follow oral directions in familiar contexts. 
Has limited ability to understand on the telephone. Understands learned phrases easily and new phrases containing familiar 
vocabulary. Reading/Writing: Can read and interpret simplified and some authentic material on familiar subjects. Can write 
messages or notes related to basic needs. Can fill out basic medical forms and job applications. Employability: Can handle jobs 
and/or training that involve following basic oral and written instructions and diagrams if they can be clarified orally. (SPL 5)

Low Intermediate ELL
Listening/Speaking: Can satisfy basic survival needs and very routine social demands. Understands simple learned phrases easily 
and some new simple phrases containing familiar vocabulary, spoken slowly with frequent repetition. Reading/Writing: Can read 
and interpret simple material on familiar topics. Able to read and interpret simple directions, schedules, signs, maps, and menus. 
Can fill out forms requiring basic personal information and write short, simple notes and messages based on familiar situations. 
Employability: Can handle entry-level jobs that involve some simple oral and written communication but in which tasks can also 
be demonstrated and/or clarified orally. (SPL 4)

A

High Beginning ELL
Listening/Speaking: Functions with some difficulty in situations related to immediate needs; may have some simple oral 
communication abilities using basic learned phrases and sentences. Reading/Writing: Reads and writes letters and numbers and 
a limited number of basic sight words and simple phrases related to immediate needs. Can write basic personal information 
on simplified forms. Employability: Can handle routine entry-level jobs that involve only the most basic oral or written 
communication in English and in which all tasks can be demonstrated. (SPL 3)

Low Beginning ELL
Listening/Speaking: Functions in a very limited way in situations related to immediate needs; asks and responds to basic 
learned phrases spoken slowly and repeated often. Reading/Writing: Recognizes and writes letters and numbers and reads and 
understands common sight words. Can write own name and address. Employability: Can handle only routine entry-level jobs 
that do not require oral or written communication in English and in which all tasks are easily demonstrated. (SPL 2)

Beginning Literacy/Pre-Beginning ELL
Listening/Speaking: Functions minimally, if at all, in English. Communicates only through gestures and a few isolated words. 
Reading/Writing: May not be literate in any language. Employability: Can handle very routine entry-level jobs that do not 
require oral or written communication in English and in which all tasks are easily demonstrated. Employment choices would be 
extremely limited. (SPL 0-1)

Note: This chart provides general skill descriptors by level. Refer to test administration manuals for specific cut scores by test 
series.
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Skill Level Descriptors for ABE

E
Advanced Adult Secondary
With some assistance, persons at this level are able to interpret technical information, more complex manuals, and 
material safety data sheets (MSDS). Can comprehend some college textbooks and apprenticeship manuals.

D

Adult Secondary
Can read and follow multi-step directions; read and interpret common legal forms and manuals; use math in 
business, such as calculating discounts; create and use tables and graphs; communicate personal opinion in written 
form; write an accident or incident report. Can integrate information from multiple texts, charts, and graphs as well 
as evaluate and organize information. Can perform tasks that involve oral and written instructions in both familiar 
and unfamiliar situations.

C

Advanced Basic Skills
Can handle most routine reading, writing, and computational tasks related to their life roles. Can interpret routine 
charts, graphs, and labels; read and interpret a simple handbook for employees; interpret a payroll stub; complete 
an order form and do calculations; compute tips; reconcile a bank statement; fill out medical information forms and 
job applications. Can follow multi-step diagrams and written instructions; maintain a family budget; and write a 
simple accident or incident report. Can handle jobs and job training situations that involve following oral and simple 
written instructions and diagrams. Persons at the upper end of this score range are able to begin HSE preparation.

B

Intermediate Basic Skills
Can handle basic reading, writing, and computational tasks related to life roles. Can read and interpret simplified 
and some authentic materials on familiar topics. Can interpret simple charts, graphs, and labels; interpret a basic 
payroll stub; follow basic written instructions and diagrams. Can complete a simple order form and do calculations; 
fill out basic medical information forms and basic job applications; follow basic oral and written instructions and 
diagrams. Can handle jobs and/or job training that involve following basic oral or written instructions and diagrams 
if they can be clarified orally.

Beginning Basic Skills
Can fill out simple forms requiring basic personal information, write a simple list or telephone message, calculate a 
single simple operation when numbers are given, and make simple change. Can read and interpret simple sentences 
on familiar topics. Can read and interpret simple directions, signs, maps, and simple menus. Can handle entry-level 
jobs that involve some simple written communication.

A

Beginning Literacy/Pre-Beginning
Very limited ability to read or write. Persons at the upper end of this score range can read and write numbers and 
letters and simple words and phrases related to immediate needs. Can provide very basic personal identification 
in written form such as on job applications. Can handle routine entry-level jobs that require only basic written 
communication.
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Note: This chart provides general skill descriptors by level. Refer to test administration manuals for specific cut scores 
by test series.
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